[1] Downscaling to station-scale hydrologic variables from large-scale atmospheric variables simulated by general circulation models (GCMs) is usually necessary to assess the hydrologic impact of climate change. This work presents CRF-downscaling, a new probabilistic downscaling method that represents the daily precipitation sequence as a conditional random field (CRF). The conditional distribution of the precipitation sequence at a site, given the daily atmospheric (large-scale) variable sequence, is modeled as a linear chain CRF. CRFs do not make assumptions on independence of observations, which gives them flexibility in using high-dimensional feature vectors. Maximum likelihood parameter estimation for the model is performed using limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) optimization. Maximum a posteriori estimation is used to determine the most likely precipitation sequence for a given set of atmospheric input variables using the Viterbi algorithm. Direct classification of dry/wet days as well as precipitation amount is achieved within a single modeling framework. The model is used to project the future cumulative distribution function of precipitation. Uncertainty in precipitation prediction is addressed through a modified Viterbi algorithm that predicts the n most likely sequences. The model is applied for downscaling monsoon (June-September) daily precipitation at eight sites in the Mahanadi basin in Orissa, India, using the MIROC3.2 medium-resolution GCM. The predicted distributions at all sites show an increase in the number of wet days, and also an increase in wet day precipitation amounts. A comparison of current and future predicted probability density functions for daily precipitation shows a change in shape of the density function with decreasing probability of lower precipitation and increasing probability of higher precipitation.
Introduction
[2] Over the past decade, a large body of literature has formed on downscaling for climate change impact assessment on hydrology. General circulation models (GCMs) are excellent tools for studying climate change. They provide a simulated current and future time series of climate variables for the entire globe, accounting for various internal and external atmospheric forcings, including various scenarios for increases in greenhouse gases. Current generations of fully coupled ocean-atmosphere-biosphere GCMs are highly sophisticated models that show significant skill in reproducing patterns of climatic variability such as the El Niño -Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007]. They have been used extensively to provide scenarios for future climate evolution. For the purpose of hydrologic impact assessment, however, the resolution provided by typical GCMs is inadequate. GCMs have limited skill in resolving subgrid-scale features such as clouds, convection, and topography [Xu, 1999] . Variables of key importance in hydrology, such as precipitation, soil moisture, runoff, and evapotranspiration, are not accurately simulated by GCMs. Hence, while the impact of increasing greenhouse gases on globally averaged near-surface temperature is well understood, regional changes in the hydrological cycle are far more uncertain. Thus large-scale climatic variables need to be projected or downscaled to a finer resolution station-scale variable. It should be noted that the results of downscaling depend on the accuracy of the driving GCM, and hence use of multiple GCMs is essential to help assess regional uncertainty.
[3] Downscaling approaches are broadly classified into two categories: dynamical downscaling and statistical downscaling. Dynamical downscaling involves the nesting of a higher-resolution regional climate model (RCM) within a coarser-resolution GCM. In statistical downscaling (SD), a statistical or empirical relationship is derived between the large-scale atmospheric variables simulated by the GCM (predictors) and the regional climate variables (predictands). SD uses area-average climate variables from GCMs (such as mean sea level pressure, air temperature, or specific humidity) and relates them to point-scale variables (such as station precipitation or streamflow). The following three implicit assumptions are made in order to use such type of downscaling methods for assessing regional climate change [von Storch et al., 2000; Wilby and Wigley, 1997] : (1) The predictors are variables of relevance and are realistically modeled by the GCM; (2) the predictors used fully represent the climate change signal; and (3) the relationship is valid also under altered climate conditions.
[4] Statistical downscaling methodologies can be broadly classified into three categories: weather generators, weather typing, and transfer functions. Weather generators are statistical models of observed sequences of weather variables. Weather-typing approaches involve grouping of local, meteorological variables in relation to different classes of atmospheric circulation. Transfer function is a regressionbased downscaling method that relies on direct quantitative relationship between the predictand and predictors through some form of regression. A detailed discussion of different downscaling models is given by Prudhomme et al. [2002] . There are two main types of daily weather generators: the daily precipitation as Markov chain approach and the spell length distribution approach [Wilks, 1999] . Stochastic models may be used to predict precipitation or other hydrologic variables by conditioning the model parameters on circulation patterns. Hughes and Guttorp [1994] developed a nonhomogeneous hidden Markov model (NHMM) for relating synoptic or large-scale atmospheric patterns to local precipitation. This model postulates the existence of an unobserved weather state that is conditionally Markov, given atmospheric data. Charles et al. [1999] extended the NHMM model of Hughes et al. [1999] by incorporating precipitation amounts. They used the NHMM to simulate occurrence and multiple regression to simulate amounts in southwestern Australia. A review of stochastic weather models is given by Wilks and Wilby [1999] . Rajagopalan and Lall [1999] used a k-nearest neighbor method to generate random sequences of daily weather variables. The weather variables were resampled from historical data by conditioning on the vector of variables for the previous day. More recently, Mehrotra and Sharma [2006] used a nonparametric nonhomogeneous hidden Markov model (NNHMM) to downscale rainfall occurrence at a site using a dynamic weather state indicative of the centroid and average wetness fraction of the rainfall occurrence field. Vrac and Naveau [2007] proposed a new distribution for local precipitation via a probability mixture model of gamma and generalized pareto (GP) distributions which stems from extreme value theory (EVT). A. Cannon (Multi-site precipitation downscaling via an expanded conditional density network, Nature Precedings, available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/npre.2007.446.1) proposed a Poisson-gamma probability distribution for downscaling that modeled precipitation occurrence and amount simultaneously. This was used for expanded downscaling to multisite precipitation in a probabilistic framework.
[5] This paper presents conditional random field (CRF) downscaling, a new downscaling method where the precipitation sequence and atmospheric variables are represented as a conditional random field to downscale to precipitation in a probabilistic framework. CRFs are discriminative, undirected graphical models (see Appendix A) that are very powerful for modeling relational information. By directly modeling the conditional probability of the output variables given the observations rather than the joint probability, CRFs avoid the difficult task of specifying a generative model for observations, as needed for hidden Markov models (HMMs) or Markov random fields (MRFs). As a result, CRFs can handle complex dependencies between observations, enabling them to use high-dimensional feature vectors. CRF-downscaling focuses on downscaling to daily precipitation from atmospheric variables using appropriate feature vectors. The CRF models information about circulation patterns, temperature and pressure gradients, and specific humidity levels using the principal components derived from predictor variables. CRF-downscaling learns model parameters discriminatively from sets of atmospheric and precipitation data. When applied to a new set of input atmospheric data, maximum a posteriori estimation is used to determine the most likely precipitation sequences for that input. The model is used to project a nonparametric kernel density estimate of future the probability density function (pdf) of precipitation. Uncertainty in prediction is addressed by projecting future CDFs for n most likely precipitation sequences. A case study application is made for downscaling to multiple sites in the Mahanadi basin in Orissa.
[6] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief overview of conditional random fields and mathematical definition of a linear chain CRF. It also explains training and inference in linear chain CRFs. Section 3 describes the CRF-downscaling model. Section 4 contains details of the case study application to daily precipitation at eight sites in Orissa. Section 5 presents results from the downscaling model and discusses their implications. Section 6 contains concluding remarks with a discussion of advantages and limitations of the model. It also discusses future scope for extension and application of the model.
Conditional Random Fields
[7] CRFs belong to a class of models called undirected graphical models, introduced by Lafferty et al. [2001] and originally developed for labeling sequential text data. CRFs have been applied to a variety of domains, from initial applications in text processing to computer vision, image processing, and bioinformatics. They have been successfully used in protein structure prediction, motion tracking, voice recognition, activity recognition, information extraction, and several other domains [Sha and Pereira, 2003; Kumar and Hebert, 2003; Vail et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2007] . A detailed explanation and an excellent introductory tutorial of CRFs are given by Sutton and McCallum [2006] .
[8] A graphical model is a family of probability distributions that factorize according to an underlying graph. Nodes correspond to random variables, and edges joining any two nodes represent statistical dependencies between them. The nodes in a CRF are denoted y = hy 1 , y 2 , . . . y t i, where t is the total number of nodes and observed variables are denoted x. For example, y may represent a precipitation sequence and x may represent a sequence of observed atmospheric variables. Hence the nodes y i , along with the connectivity structure represented by the undirected edges between them, define the conditional distribution p(yjx). Let C be the set of cliques (fully connected subsets) in the graph of a CRF. Then a CRF factorizes the conditional distribution into a product of clique potentials f c (y c , x) where every c 2 C is a clique in the graph and x and y c are the observed variables and the output variables in the clique, respectively. Then the conditional distribution of output y given the observations x can be written as
where
is the normalizing partition function. The potentials f c are taken to be log-linear combinations of feature functions with the form given below without loss of generality [Lafferty et al., 2001] :
where K(c) is the number of features defined on clique c and the potentials are strictly positive and real valued for some real valued parameter (weight) vector l c and for a feature vector f c . A potential captures the compatibility among the variables in the clique. The larger the potential value, the more likely is the configuration. Substituting the form of potentials from equation (2) into equation (1), we can express the conditional distribution for a CRF as
2.1. Linear Chain CRF [9] In a linear chain CRF, the graphical structure is a simple chain or line (Figure 1 ). The cliques of the graph are now restricted to include just pairs of output variables (y tÀ1 , y t ) that are neighbors in the sequence; connectivity among input variables remains unrestricted. For example, in a precipitation sequence, if there exists a statistical dependency of the current day's precipitation with the previous and next day's precipitation conditioned on atmospheric variables, then it can be modeled as a linear chain CRF.
[10] For a linear chain conditional random field, we can write the conditional distribution as [Sutton and McCallum, 2006] 
is an instance-specific normalization function summed over all possible output sequences y = hy 1 , y 2 , . . . y T i, L = {l k } 2 < K is a parameter vector, and {f k (y, y 0 , x)} k=1 K is a set of real valued feature functions. The feature functions are the key components of a CRF. Each feature function can depend on observations from any time step. The feature functions are considered fixed beforehand and are constructed to express some characteristic of the empirical distribution which should hold in the model distribution. The general form for their definition is f i (y, x) = hy = iig(x) and f i,j (y t , y tÀ1 , x) = hy t = iihy tÀ1 = jig(x), where h.i is the indicator function which is equal to one only when the given condition is true and zero otherwise, and g(x) is an observation feature, a scalar function of the observations only. There are many different types of observation features, including the features that pick out specific dimensions of the input data. In general, observation features may be overlapping and nonindependent, and may be complex functions that involve multiple parts of the observations.
Maximum Likelihood Training
[11] For a linear chain CRF, we are given independent identically distributed (iid) training data D = {x (i) ,
, . . . x T (i) } is a sequence of inputs and y (i) = {y 1 (i) , y 2 (i) , . . . y T (i) } is a sequence of the desired predictions. In maximum likelihood training [Sutton and McCallum, 2006] , the parameter values are chosen to maximize the logarithm of the likelihood (p(yjx, l) as a function of l), called log-likelihood (or conditional log likelihood). For a linear chain CRF, the log-likelihood '(q) is given as
The regularized log likelihood '(q), which imposes a penalty on weight vectors whose norm is too large, is given as
which also corresponds to a zero-mean Gaussian prior over the parameters. Here s 2 is a free parameter, and the accuracy of the model has been found to be insensitive to its chosen value for changes up to a factor of 10 [ Sutton and McCallum, 2006] . Since '(q) cannot be maximized in closed form, numerical optimization is used. This objective function is concave, since functions of the form log P i exp x i are convex, and hence every local optimum is also a global optimum. The partial derivatives of equation (2) are
Computing the likelihood in equation (6) requires the partition function Z(x), and the gradient in equation (7) requires marginal distributions for each edge P(y t , y tÀ1 jx), called the edge probability. The mathematical expressions for their computation are given in Appendix B.
Matrix Computations for CRF Probabilities
[12] CRF probability computation p(yjx) of output sequence y given an observation sequence x for a chainstructured CRF can be efficiently implemented as matrix computations [Wallach, 2002] . Each output sequence is augmented by start and end states, y 0 and y T+1 , with values y S and y E , respectively. If Y is the set of possible values (including values y S and y E ), then we define a set of (T + 1) matrices {M t (x) j t = 1, 2, . . ., T + 1}. Each M t (x) is a jY Â Yj matrix with the (y, y 0 )th element being
[13] Each element (y, y 0 ) can be viewed as the weight on the transition from value y to value y 0 at time t given the observations x. Then the unnormalized probability of output sequence y given observation sequence x can be written as the product of appropriate elements of the (T + 1) matrices for that pair of sequences, and the normalized probability can be computed as
2.4. Inference [14] To label (determine output values for) an unseen instance (observation input values), the maximum a posteriori or most probable labeling is computed using the Viterbi algorithm y* = arg max y p(yjx). For this, the Viterbi recursion is used [Rabiner, 1989] :
where M t is the (unnormalized) transition probability matrix at time t. At each time, the d vector contains the best (highest) probability of being in that state at time t. The sequence corresponding to this best probability is also stored.
[15] The base condition is
& Then the most likely sequence is computed as that corresponding to the best probability at time T, max
. Extending this algorithm, n-best sequences are computed by getting n-best probabilities at each time and storing n-best sequences corresponding to those n-best probabilities as
Depending on the application, the marginal probability P(y t = yjx) for some time t can also be computed during inference, as also the marginal probability over a range of times P(y t , y t+1 , . . . y t+k jx). The second marginal probability can be computed efficiently using constrained forward-backward, as described by Culotta and McCallum [2004] .
CRF-Downscaling Model
[16] CRF-downscaling is a novel downscaling model that leverages the full power of CRFs in downscaling. Let the daily precipitation sequence at a site be represented by y, and let the observed daily atmospheric variable sequence be represented by x. The graphical structure for these random variables is represented as a linear chain CRF. Precipitation is suitably discretized into a number of classes, including a class for zero precipitation. Hence we can write the conditional distribution of the precipitation sequence y as in equation (1):
where {l k } is a parameter vector, and {f k (y, y 0 , x)} k=1 K is a set of real-valued feature functions defined on pairs of consecutive precipitation values and the entire sequence of atmospheric data.
Dimensionality Reduction Using PCA
[17] PCA is a vector-space transform to reduce multidimensional data sets to lower dimensions while preserving most of the variance of the original data using derived variables that are specific linear combinations of the original variables. To preserve the physical interpretation and also avoid unwanted assumptions of linearity, PCA is performed separately on each of the predictor variables. Hence in the model the input x represents the first few principal components of chosen atmospheric predictor variables.
Construction of Feature Functions
[18] Feature functions that capture multiple characteristics of observed (input) data that can aid in classification have to be constructed. Various feature functions used in this model are as follows. Let n y be the number of classes of precipitation, and let d be the number of components (predictor variables) of atmospheric variables x.
Intercept and Transition Features
[19] These features allow the model to encode prior probabilities and transition probabilities.
[20] The intercept features are defined as
where h.i is the indicator function. There are n y such features. The ith function is activated when the precipitation at time t lies in class i. The transition features are defined as
There are n y Â n y number of transition features, the (i, j)th feature function is activated when the precipitation at time t À 1 lies in class i, and the precipitation at time t lies in class j.
Raw Observation Features
[21] These features allow the precipitation classification at time t to depend (positively or negatively depending on learned weights) on the value of individual components of atmospheric variables. They are defined as
where h.i is the indicator function and x t k is the kth component of the input vector at time t. Here, the (i, k)th feature function f_rawobs1 is activated for precipitation lying in the ith class and uses the value of the kth component of the observation, while f_rawobs2 uses the square of the value of the kth component. There will be 2 Â n y Â d such features.
Difference Features
[22] These features allow the precipitation classification at time t to depend on the difference in values of individual components of atmospheric variables between any two days. They are defined as
where h.i is the indicator function and x t k is the kth component of the input vector at time t. Here f_diff1 i,k is activated for precipitation lying in the ith class using the differences in the kth component of the observation between day t and (t À 1), f_diff2 uses differences between day t and (t À 2), etc. There will be 4 Â n y Â d such features.
Threshold Features
[23] These features allow the precipitation classification at time t to depend on certain components of atmospheric variables being above some threshold values. They are defined as
where h.i is the indicator function and x t k is the kth component of the observation at time t. Here f_threshold1 i,k is activated if precipitation lies in the ith class and the kth component of the observation at time t is above the threshold value for that component and f_threshold2 i,k is activated if precipitation lies in the ith class using the difference between the kth component value and the corresponding threshold value. If m such components are used for thresholding, there will be 2 Â n y Â m such features. In this model, threshold values for first principal components (PCs) of specific humidity, minimum temperature, and eastward wind speed are used, though in general threshold values for all variables can be introduced, and it could be left to the model to figure out during training as to which ones were relevant for classification by assigning large or small weights to them.
Training and Prediction
[24] The CRF-downscaling code is written and implemented in Matlab 1 on a Windows XP operating system running an Intel Core2 CPU with 2 GB of RAM. Using the maximum likelihood methodology presented in section 2.2, the CRF-downscaling model is trained using past records of atmospheric and precipitation data to estimate the optimum parameters. A limited-memory version of Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) [Nocedal and Wright, 1999] is used for optimization in this model. Figure 2 shows the training methodology for CRF-downscaling. The model is trained on a subset of the available data and tested on the remaining part of the data. Using maximum a posteriori inference by the Viterbi algorithm, the most likely precipitation sequence is computed for testing. In practice, the unnormalized probabilities computed in the forwardbackward algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm are very large, so that they overflow the computer. Hence implementation of these algorithms is in log space. Prediction for a future scenario is made using principal components of atmospheric variable daily outputs from a GCM to compute the n most likely precipitation sequences using n-best Viterbi algorithm.
Case Study Application
[25] The CRF-downscaling method as described in section 3 is applied for downscaling to monsoon (JuneSeptember) daily precipitation at eight sites in the Mahanadi basin in Orissa. The Mahanadi basin lies between 80°30 0 E, 86°50 0 E longitude and 19°20 0 N, 23°-35 0 N latitude. The river drains an area of 141,600 km 2 before discharging into the Bay of Bengal. Table 1 shows the latitudes and longitudes of each of the eight downscaling locations. These locations are shown with respect to their position in the Mahanadi basin in Figure 3 .
[26] A major portion of annual rainfall over most parts of India is received during a short span of 4 months from June to September, which is known as the summer monsoon season. The summer monsoon rainfall over Orissa occurs mostly due to low-pressure systems (LPSs) developing over the Bay of Bengal. Mohapatra and Mohanty [2006] have studied the role of LPSs on spatial and temporal variability of summer monsoon rainfall over Orissa. Orissa state, a meteorological subdivision of India, receives about 116.7 cm of rainfall during the southwest monsoon season (JuneSeptember), and this is about 80% of the annual rainfall over Orissa [Parthasarathy et al., 1995] . Indian monsoon rainfall exhibits large interannual variations that are generally attributed to the slowly varying boundary conditions of sea surface temperature, soil moisture, and snow cover over the land surface [Shukla, 1987] .
[27] Selection of predictor variables is an important step in statistical downscaling. The predictors used for downscaling Wetterhall et al., 2005] should be (1) reliably simulated by GCMs, (2) readily available from archives of GCM outputs, and (3) strongly correlated with the surface variables of interest. Precipitation is linked to air mass transport and atmospheric water content and thus can be related to atmospheric circulation or pressure patterns and wind velocities [Bardossy and Plate, 1991; Hughes and Guttorp, 1994; Wetterhall et al., 2005] , specific humidity , and temperature [Buishand and Brandsma, 1999] . Schmidli et al. [2006] have also demonstrated the potential of GCM-simulated precipitation as a predictor. Following this literature, in this application, large-scale atmospheric predictors of sea level pressure, specific humidity at 500 hPa, precipitation flux, surface air temperature at 2 m, maximum surface air temperature at 2 m, minimum surface air temperature at 2 m, surface U wind (zonal/eastward), and surface V wind (meridional/ northward) are chosen. These predictors are physically meaningful and also based on availability for daily data.
To utilize the power of the CRF model effectively, an inclusive rather than minimal set of predictors needs to be chosen, so that the model learns and assigns weightages for predictors (via feature function weightages) appropriately during training. If a particular predictor/feature is not relevant, the model will assign a low weightage to it during training. Limiting the predictors at the outset biases the model by forcing it to link the observations to a limited number of predictors/features. An area from 15°-25°N to 80°-90°E over the target region where precipitation is to be downscaled is chosen for large-scale data collection. [28] Figure 4 gives an overview of the CRF-downscaling methodology adopted in the case study. The method involves training with matched pairs of NCEP data and observed precipitation and using the resulting stochastic model with GCM output to predict future precipitation. Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 describe the application methodology in detail.
Data Preprocessing
[29] The large-scale atmospheric data have to be preprocessed before they are used for training the model. This includes interpolation, standardization, and normalization of the data. 4.1.1. Interpolation
[30] The location of NCEP/NCAR grid points and MIROC grid points do not match, and hence interpolation is necessary before using GCM outputs for prediction. The locations of latitudes and longitudes at which area-averaged NCEP predictor variable values are available are as given in Table 2 . Surface flux variables including precipitation flux, surface temperature, maximum surface temperature, and minimum surface temperature are available as a 5 Â 6 grid (30 grid points, for any combination of latitude and longitude shown in Table 2 ), while surface/pressure variables like specific humidity, sea level pressure, U wind, and V wind are available as a 5 Â 5 grid (25 grid points, for any combination of latitude and longitude shown in Table 2 ).
[31] The locations of MIROC grid points are available at a 2.8°latitude Â 2.8°longitude grid and are given in Table 3 . Hence MIROC values have to be obtained at the respective NCEP grid points. For this purpose, a Mercator projection (conformal cylindrical map projection) is first performed and then a linear interpolation is performed between the projected points. This method is suitable for tropical regions where there is minimum distortion [Mulcahy and Clarke, 1995] .
Standardization
[32] Standardization (see http://www.ipcc-data.org/ guidelines/dgm_no2_v1_09_2004.pdf) is used prior to statistical downscaling to reduce systematic biases in the mean and variances of GCM predictors relative to the observations or NCEP/NCAR data. This typically involves subtraction of mean and division by standard deviation of the predictor variable for a predefined baseline period for both NCEP and GCM outputs. The period 1961-1990 is used as a baseline because it is of sufficient duration to establish a reliable climatology but not too long or too contemporary to include 
where v stan,t is the standardized value of variable v(k) at time t, v t is its original value at time t, m v, 1960 -1990 is the mean value of v(k) for the period 1960 -1990, and s v,1960 -1990 is its standard deviation for this period.
Normalization
[33] This is used as a precursor to using principal component analysis (PCA). Each standardized variable is meancentered with zero mean and unit standard deviation by applying the following normalization to the kth predictor variable in NCEP and MIROC data:
where v norm,t is the normalized value of variable v(k) at time t, v stan,t is its original value at time t, m v stan is the mean value of v stan (k), and s v stan is its standard deviation.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[34] The number of predictor variables is 25/30 (number of NCEP gridpoints for surface flux and surface/pressure variables, respectively) Â 8, which is very large, and a training the model with this would be computationally very expensive. Since predictors are not required to be independent or uncorrelated, and to avoid assumptions of linearity inherent in multivariable PCA as well as to retain some physical interpretation to facilitate application of appropriate feature functions to fields, PCA is applied to each variable separately to reduce and effectively summarize the spatial information from the 25/30 grid points. The first one or two PCs of each variable accounting for more than 70% of the variance (except some in which variances rose very slowly with number of PCs) were taken as predictors to train the model. The coefficients were applied to the standardized MIROC data to get the projections in the principal directions.
Training
[35] The model was trained using sets of PCs of atmospheric variables and output daily precipitation data. Precipitation was classified into 10 classes including one class for zero precipitation. Feature functions outlined in section 3.2 were used. The discretized precipitation classes were used as shown in Table 4 .
[36] Seasonality incorporation was made by training for optimum parameters for each month separately. Hence it was assumed that parameters (weightages) for the same features were different depending on the month of year. Limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS [Nocedal and Wright, 1999] ) was used for the optimization of maximum likelihood procedure. Estimating parameters for a CRF is very time consuming due to the intensive forward-backward computation needed to estimate the likelihood function and its gradient during training. Hence the model was trained on 30 years of daily data from 1951 to 1980 using sets of 5 years at a time (1951 -1955, 1956-1960, etc.) . Parameters thus obtained for 5-year sets were weighted with the likelihood for that set computed using that parameter only to get averaged parameters for each month as
is the likelihood calculated with all other parameters except l j set to zero, S(= 6) is the number of sets in which parameters are independently trained, N is the number of sequences within a particular training set s, and Z j (i) is the partition function for the ith sequence computed as
Effectively, an average over the distribution of trained parameters was used for inference.
Results: Testing
[37] The model performance was evaluated on the basis of several metrics. Figure 5 shows a comparison of modelcomputed versus observed monthly rainfall totals for monsoon months for years . Figure 6 shows the For this, NCEP data for 20 years were used to predict monsoon daily precipitation (June -JulyAugust -September, JJAS) and compared with actual IMD data for this period. The Viterbi algorithm (section 2.4) was used to predict the most likely precipitation sequence. The computed cumulative distribution function (CDF) for this sequence was compared with observed CDF for this period. The probability density function (pdf) of the most likely sequence for monsoon daily precipitation at each site was also compared with observed pdf. Figure 7 shows testing results for the model at three locations. Other locations also show similar matches.
[38] Reproduction of wet and dry spell length statistics by the model for years 1981 -2000 is shown in Figure 8 . The predicted most likely sequence at each site was used to compute correlations between the sites for the period 1981 -2000. Figure 9 shows the computed correlations between the eight sites compared with actual correlations for this period as a scatterplot.
Results: Projection
[39] PCs of the standardized MIROC model daily outputs interpolated at NCEP grid points for the chosen predictor variables are used to predict the most likely precipitation sequences at each site. Figures 10a and 10b shows plots of future projected CDFs of daily precipitation for n(= 500) most likely precipitation sequences versus current (1951 -2004) CDF for all eight downscaling locations. Figure 11 shows histogram plots of the projected most likely pdf versus current pdf of daily monsoon precipitation at two locations (1 and 4). All projections are for the A1B scenario for two time slices of 2046 -2065 and 2081 -2100.
Discussion
[40] The CRF-downscaling model has several unique advantages. It simultaneously models occurrence as well as amount of daily precipitation in a nonparametric way without assumptions of independence among observations. By using overlapping information about various fields such as specific humidity, pressure, and temperature, and their gradients with respect to time and threshold values, it captures a variety of features for robust probabilistic classification. Testing results (Figures 7 and 8) show that it is able to reproduce the distribution of daily precipitation well in terms of number of dry days (probability of zero precipitation) and wet day amounts. The model is also able to reproduce the pdf of wet and dry spell lengths for the testing period quite well. Table 5 shows a comparison of some statistics of the observed versus computed distribution. It is seen that at most locations, the model is able to reproduce statistics reasonably well, although there is some bias toward over-prediction of the mean and standard deviation.
[41] McCallum [2003] presented an efficient automated feature induction method for CRFs by iteratively constructing feature conjunctions that significantly increase conditional log-likelihood if added to the model. By using automated feature induction, subjectivity in the choice of feature functions could be avoided to give better performance. Correlations computed between sites for monsoon daily precipitation by the model (Figure 9 ) are seen to be slightly underestimated, though they are all nonnegative. Since the large-scale predictors are common for all sites, weightages learned during training should ideally be such that correlations are preserved in testing. However, small differences in weightages given to features while downscaling to individual sites could lead to an entirely different most likely chain at one site than another. Hence correlation may not be preserved when most likely sequences are computed in CRFs.
Projection for Future Scenarios
[42] Projections for the A1B scenario (Figures 10a and 10b and 11) for years 2046 -2065 and 2081-2100 show an increase in the number of wet days for the monsoon season at all sites. Because of unavailability of daily data of predictors in the MIROC GCM for the current climate (20c3m experiment), the model results could not be projected for 1981 -2000, and hence the large projected changes in the CDF might largely be an artifact of the perfect-prognosis assumption. The trained CRF model gives a distribution for the entire precipitation sequence given atmospheric variables. This distribution is used to infer probabilities of specific sequences, and the n-best Viterbi algorithm is used to predict n most likely sequences. Figures 10a  and 10b show CDFs computed from 500 most likely sequences for future precipitation. Even though the total number of possible sequences(= (10) 30 days Â 4 months Â 20 years = (10) 2400 for 20 years) is very large, their probabilities are almost an order of magnitude lower than those of the most likely sequences for all locations. The spread of the projected CDFs is a measure of the uncertainty in precipitation projections due to downscaling, captured by the stochastic downscaling model. The spread, however, does not include uncertainties due to GCMs, scenarios, or choice of downscaling models and predictors. Since this band is narrow, it indicates that there is smaller uncertainty in prediction. This uncertainty can be attributed to uncertainty in the local systems' response to large-scale atmospheric forcing. Matching general trends in all CDFs are seen, which gives higher confidence in the predicted hydrologic scenarios. A comparison of the histograms (Figure 11 ) of current versus projected density function for precipitation amounts shows shorter lower precipitation bars and taller higher precipitation bars for projected scenarios. Figure 12 shows a comparison of kernel density (Parzen window) estimates of current and future most likely daily precipitation pdf's for two locations. If x 1 , x 2 , . . ., x N are samples drawn from the density function of a random variable, then the kernel density approximation of its pdf is given aŝ
where K is some kernel and h is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. Here a Gaussian kernel was chosen with mean zero and variance 1:
[43] Comparison of present and future predicted pdf's shows a distinct change in shape, with decreasing frequency of low precipitation and increasing frequency of middle to higher precipitation amounts. Similar changes are predicted for all locations. Theoretically, climate warming is expected to result in increases in evaporation and precipitation, leading to the hypothesis that one of the major consequences will be an intensification of the water cycle [Trenberth, 1999; Arnell et al., 2001; Huntington, 2006] . The theoretical basis for this hypothesis lies in the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, which implies that specific humidity increases approximately exponentially with temperature. Recent modeling studies suggest that as a consequence of this relation precipitation would increase by about 3.4% per degree Kelvin [Allen and Ingram, 2002] . On a globally averaged basis, precipitation over land increased by about 2% over the period (1900 -1998) [Dai et al., 1997; Hulme et al., 1998 ]. However, regional variations are highly significant, with some regions showing decreases while others show higher average percentage increases. Increases in precipitation in higher precipitation quantiles have also been observed in regional studies. Over the second half of the twentieth century, it has been seen that there is an increasing contribution of heavy events to total precipitation [IPCC, 2007] . Studies also indicate that frequencies of extreme hydrologic events are increasing throughout the world, mainly as a consequence of surface warming [Dai et al., 2004] . Orissa is a coastal state affected by pressure patterns and temperature changes developing over the Bay of Bengal. An established linkage between the Indian monsoon precipitation and ENSO exists [Maity and Nagesh Kumar, 2006] , and hence the impact may be more severe for India and Orissa in particular due to its proximity to the sea.
Concluding Remarks
[44] CRF-downscaling is a new and unique methodology for downscaling originally used in sequential supervised learning problems. Previously used stochastic downscaling models such as HMMs are generative models, which model the joint distribution P(y,x) by making the independence assumptions that each hidden state depends only on its immediate predecessor, and that each observation variable y t depends only on the current state x t . Generative models must make strict independence assumptions in order to make inference tractable. In the case of an HMM, the observation at time t is assumed to depend only on the state at time t, hence treating each observation element as an isolated unit independent from all other elements in the sequence. In fact, the conditional distribution of an HMM is a linear chain CRF with a particular choice of feature functions (indicator functions hy t = iihy tÀ1 = ji and hy t = iihx t = oi only) [Sutton and McCallum, 2006] . However, a linear chain CRF may have many other forms for its joint distribution and is hence a much broader class of models. CRFs are especially suitable for classification tasks with complex and overlapped attributes or observations. Ng and Jordan [2002] present a comparison of generative versus discriminative models, concluding that discriminative learning asymptotically reaches superior performance but might require more training examples until its performance converges. Discriminative models like CRFs have been shown to outperform generative techniques in many spheres including natural language processing [Lafferty et al., 2001; Sha and Pereira, 2003] , information extraction [Peng and McCallum, 2004] , computer vision [Kumar and Hebert, 2003] , and Web page classification [Taskar et al., 2002] .
[45] The CRF-downscaling model has several advantages that make it suitable for downscaling. It does not need assumptions about independence of input atmospheric variables or their distribution. This allows the entire sequence of observations to be used for predicting output. Atmospheric variables from any point of time can be used to predict precipitation at any particular time. Observations from the previous 3 days have been used as features in this model. CRFs have substantial flexibility in using highdimensional feature vectors, and rich, overlapping features of the observations can be used to model the conditional distribution. Multiple features like threshold and difference features can hence be used. The model gives predictions at a daily scale that are better for hydrologic impact assessment studies than those at a monthly or seasonal scale. An advantage of the model is that it directly classifies dry/wet days and the precipitation amount in a single probabilistic framework, without having one model for occurrence and another for the amount. This represents a significant improvement in terms of a more natural representation of the rainfall process and fewer assumptions about distribution of precipitation amounts. Since it is a stochastic model, it associates each prediction sequence with a probability. The n-best sequences that are projected represent prediction uncertainty in terms of the local systems response explicitly without resorting to projections from different downscaling models. It should be noted that a probabilistic prediction based simply on the spread of results from a range of downscaling models, even if the results are weighted by some measure of fit with observations, is heavily biased by experts' decisions as to which models to include in the initial ensemble.
[46] The model has several limitations in its use as a downscaling tool. It is computationally intensive, for which high-performance training on massively parallel processing systems that allow handling of huge data sets should be exploited. Discretization of precipitation into classes involves loss of information, though this may be partially offset by making class intervals smaller. The model can have a larger upper range to better handle extreme values, though this is not a performance limitation seen in testing. Subjectivity in the selection of feature functions is also a limitation of the model. This can be improved using automated feature induction techniques that include only those features that give the most increase in log-likelihood [McCallum, 2003] . Downscaling individually to multiple sites may not preserve intersite correlations, and hence additional features as suggested below need to be incorporated into the model. The complexity of the model should be weighed against its ability to probabilistically capture multiple aspects of climate observations. This is a double-edged sword, since the results of the model are now highly dependent on the accuracy of that climate information. Hence it is important to explore GCM and scenario uncertainty [e.g., Ghosh and Mujumdar, 2007; Mujumdar and Ghosh, 2008] in future work to assess the range of regional uncertainty. Two assumptions also made in this ''perfect prognosis'' approach are (1) that the GCM variables are similar enough to the NCEP reanalysis ones for the model to be applicable to them, and (2) that the relationship is stationary so that the observed relationship is applicable to a changed climate.
[47] In future work, the CRF-downscaling model can be used to combine GCM/scenario uncertainty with uncertainty in prediction to quantify overall hydrologic scenario uncertainty. Bayesian conditional random fields (B-CRFs) [Qi et al., 2005] have been proposed, which could be used to address parameter uncertainty in downscaling. In BCRFs, a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution over the parameters (weights) of a CRF is made using Figure 12 . Kernel density estimation of probability density of monsoon daily precipitation (wet day amount): comparison between current (1951 -2004) and future most likely pdf's. the power expectation propagation (EP) algorithm. The trained B-CRF infers the labels by model averaging (predictions of all possible CRFs are averaged according to their posterior probability), which uses not only the estimated mean of the parameters, but also the estimated uncertainty (variance). The CRF-downscaling methodology presented here, in general, may be used for other hydrologic variables such as streamflow at river basin scales. Downscaling simultaneously to multiple variables could be explored in the context of CRF-downscaling. This can be implemented as multisite precipitation to preserve correlations between sites or multiple variable (e.g., surface temperature, evapotranspiration, etc.) downscaling while preserving intervariable correlations. For this purpose, collective multilabel CRFs (CML) could be used [Ghamrawi and McCallum, 2005] . In addition to having a feature for each label-term pair, CML maintains features accounting for label cooccurrences. It may be concluded from the model results that the Orissa region will have an increased number of wet days. Probability of middle to higher precipitation amounts will increase, and that of lower amounts will decrease as a result of climate change.
Appendix A: Graphical Models, Discriminative Versus Generative Models
[48] Graphical models combine probability theory and graph theory. They provide a natural tool for dealing with two problems that occur throughout applied mathematics and engineering: uncertainty and complexity; and building a complex system by combining simpler parts [Jordan, 1999] . A graphical model is a family of probability distributions that factorize according to an underlying graph. Here a distribution over a large number of random variables is represented by a product of local functions that each depend only on a small number of random variables. Figure A1 shows different representations of a graphical model. Nodes in the graph correspond to random variables, and edges represent statistical dependencies between them.
[49] A directed graphical model, also known as a Bayesian network or a belief network (BN), is based on a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices (nodes) and E is the set of edges. A directed model is a family of distributions that factorize as which ensures that the distribution sums to 1 and is called the partition function. Undirected models do not impose the acyclicity constraint and do not impose constraints on the causality of the events. Here a variable is conditionally independent of all other variables given its neighbors. Figure A2 shows how an undirected graph factors into a product of factors based on cliques (fully connected subsets) of the graph. Figure A1 . Graphical model representations. Figure A2 . Undirected factor graph. In Figure A2a [50] A generative model is based on a model of the joint distribution, p(y, x). For example, the naïve Bayes classifier is generative since it models the joint probability as
where the class y is to be predicted given the vector (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . ., x K ). Here x i is assumed to be conditionally independent given y. To include interdependent features in a generative model, the model has to be enhanced, which generally makes it intractable. Making simplifying independence assumptions, however, can affect performance.
[51] A discriminative model is based on the conditional distribution p(yjx). For example, logistic regression models the conditional probability as
where Z is a normalizing constant. Since a discriminative model does not include a model of p(x), which is not needed for classification anyway, it is better suited to include rich, overlapping features. It should be noted that a model of a joint distribution will dictate the form of its conditional distribution, but a model of a conditional distribution can have many joint distribution forms which satisfy the model.
Appendix B: Dynamic Programming for Edge Probabilities and Partition Function
[52] In linear chain CRFs, edge probabilities and partition function computation can be performed efficiently and exactly by variants of the standard dynamic-programming algorithms for HMMs [Rabiner, 1989] . Define forward and backward vectors a t and b t , respectively, each of size Y, where a t denotes the unnormalized probability of seeing the observations from time 1(beginning of the sequence) to t and then being in a particular state at time t after going through all possible paths in the forward direction in the sequence, while b t denotes the unnormalized probability of seeing the observations from time (t + 1) to T (end of the sequence) and then being in a particular state at time t after going through all possible paths in the backward direction in the sequence. Hence the jth element of the forward and backward vectors are a t ( jjx 1 t ) = P( y t = jjx 1 t ) and b t ( jjx t+1 T ) = P( y t = jjx t+1 T ).
[53] The base cases are
The recurrence relations are
where a t and b t are column vectors, and the superscript T refers to the transpose operation (not a time indicator).
[54] Using (A3), (A4) and (A5), the probability of y t and y tÀ1 taking labels y and y' is computed as Also, the partition function Z(x) can be computed as
which is the (y S , y E ) entry of the product of all (T + 1) M t (x) matrices.
Notation y = hy 1 , y 2 , . . .y t i sequence of predictand (precipitation) from time t = 1 to t at each site. x = hx 1 , x 2 , . . .x t i sequence of predictors (components of vector x i ) from time t = 1 to t at each site. f c (y c , x) clique potential of clique c, function of nodes y belonging to the clique and the entire set of observations x. Z(x) normalizing partition function, function of observations x. N total number of training sequences. T total number of time observations in training sequence. K total number of feature functions defined for each clique (y t , y tÀ1 ). l k weightage for kth feature function. f k value of kth feature function. n y number of classes of precipitation. d number of large-scale predictor variables. y l i lower limit of ith precipitation class. y u i upper limit of ith precipitation class. x t k kth predictor variable (component of x) at time t.
